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Abstract

Introduction: Immunization, as a process of fighting against the COVID-19, has gained important research appeal, but very limited endeavor has been paid for vaccine behavioral studies in underdeveloped and developing countries. This study explores the vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism as well as vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference among young adults in Bangladesh.

Methodology: This quantitative study followed the snowball sampling technique and collected responses from 1,018 individuals from various social media platforms. The analysis covered both descriptive and inferential statistics including chi-square, F-statistic, and logistic regression.

Results: The findings of the fully-adjusted regression model suggest that the individuals who had more vaccine demand were 3.29 times (95% confidence interval = 2.39-4.54; p < 0.001) higher to accept vaccine compared to those who had no vaccine demand. Conversely, vaccine hesitancy was negatively associated with vaccine acceptance. Here, the odds ratio was found 0.70 (95% confidence interval = 0.62-0.80; p < 0.001), which means that those who had higher vaccine hesitancy were about 30% less likely to accept vaccines than those who had no hesitancy. In addition, the persons who had vaccine nationalism were 1.75 times (95% confidence interval = 1.62-1.88; p < 0.001) more prone to prefer domestic vaccine.

Conclusions: This study suggests that policymakers may take initiatives for making people aware and knowledgeable about the severity and vulnerability to specific health threats. In this concern, perception and efficacy-increasing programs may take part in increasing protection motivation behaviors like vaccine acceptance and (domestic) vaccine preference.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed a major threat to global public health, resulting in substantial morbidity and mortality, particularly among high-risk groups such as frontline workers, the elderly, and those with pre-existing medical conditions [1,2]. Following its immediate outbreak, the global health system imploded due to the absence of a particular antiviral medication or therapy, and the situation remains largely unaltered to this day. Therefore, immunization against the virus is the best option to fight this pandemic. In that purpose, many institutions, research organizations, and pharmaceutical companies worldwide started developing a stable, safe, and effective vaccine [3].

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), till September 24, 2021, the world has made significant progress towards immunization, with 121 vaccines in clinical development and 194 vaccines in the pre-clinical stage [4]. Ahead of that, by early 2021, around nine vaccines were authorized for full or early use in some countries including the United States (US), the United Kingdom (UK), and Canada. But after approval, these vaccines were immediately distributed among their citizens, while other countries were trying and still struggling to get the vaccines [5].

Following the roll-out of the COVID-19 vaccine, people’s willingness towards vaccination was affected in many ways and somewhere resulted in vaccine hesitancy [6–9]. The vaccine hesitancy, acceptance, and uptake vary for a variety of reasons including safety, efficacy, novelty, perceived lack of testing, misconception, side effects, and adverse health outcomes of the vaccine [10,11]. The situation has deteriorated to the point that the WHO has identified...
vaccine hesitancy as one of the top ten global health risks [12]. Previously, during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, people’s acceptance of the vaccine varied from 17 to 67 percent across countries like the USA, UK, Australia, France, and Greece [10,13]. If ‘the history repeats itself’ for the current COVID-19 pandemic, global stability will be delayed for a longer period.

Unfortunately, it has always been difficult for underdeveloped and developing nations to earn or manufacture a vaccine quickly following a pandemic, and this difficulty has been exacerbated by the vaccine nationalism of developed countries [11]. While developed nations are procuring billions of doses of COVID-19 vaccines for their people, vaccine nationalism seems to be an obstacle to worldwide equitable distribution and access to vaccine during the pandemic. In response, developing nations have attempted self-sufficiency in recent years, influencing researches in the arena of health sciences. The ability contributes to robust regional health cooperation and somewhere national vaccine development. More significantly, it may enable poor nations to provide domestic vaccines to their citizens after rigorous clinical evaluation [14,15].

Like other developing and undeveloped nations, Bangladesh has difficulties in vaccinating its huge population with relatively limited resources [16–18], and vaccine hesitancy has fueled the situation more, as 32.5 percent of the country’s population expressed reluctance to the vaccine [9]. Despite many limitations and difficulties, protection motivations can inspire people towards vaccination behavior [19,20]. As no significant studies explored the fact, the purpose of this study was set to examine the protection motivation behavior and its associated factors among the young adults of Bangladesh.

**Theoretical framework**

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT), developed by R.W. Rogers [21], explains how motivations change human behavior during harmful and stressful conditions, and it tests how fear changes individual health behaviors. PMT also interprets health decisions and action motivations. For instance, how and when should a person contact others during the corona pandemic? According to PMT, an individual’s health-related behaviors are fixed by two cognitive processes, namely threat appraisal and coping appraisal. Here, threat appraisal denotes how much one is threatened by health issues. It is composed of perceived severity (of the disease) and perceived vulnerability (possibility of contracting the disease). On the contrary, the coping appraisal refers to responding to a preventive behavior; for instance, meeting with none physically and maintaining physical distance during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is comprised of response efficacy (recommendations) and self-efficacy (beliefs in one’s capability) [21]. Protection motivation comes from these four cognitive beliefs: perceived severity, perceived vulnerability, response efficacy, and self-efficacy. These cognitive factors have significant associations with intentions which in turn impact behavior [21, 22].

When one thinks that a vaccine may bring about severe consequences, it is referred to as perceived vaccine severity [21]. For instance, one’s perception of the side effect of a vaccine is one’s perceived severity. The perceived vaccine severity, in this research, includes: the vaccine first might not be working as it is very new; I had a bad experience with the prior vaccine; I might be infected through the vaccine distribution process, and; coronavirus vaccination seems to be a conspiracy.

Perceived vaccine vulnerability is how much an individual is susceptible to potential vaccine-related health threats [21]. For instance, the vaccine trial volunteers are severely vulnerable to the undesirable effects and health threats of the vaccine. The perceived vaccine vulnerability in the present study consists: I am timid to input outer objects in my body; vaccine might not be effective for its quick approval due to political pressure; immunity of illness is well compared to the immunity of vaccination, and; as the vaccination is against my religious, cultural, and moral values, I would not take it.

Vaccine response efficacy is the belief that certain vaccine behavior will reduce health threats [21]. In this research, the vaccine response efficacy includes: when coronavirus vaccine is available, the world would be normal; I think coronavirus vaccine would be safe; I think coronavirus vaccine would be effective, and; vaccine is the only way for preventing coronavirus.
Vaccine self-efficacy is the faith that a person can perform the coping response to the vaccine [21]. The vaccine self-efficacy contains these items in current study: if coronavirus vaccine is available, I am planning to take it; one may not be affected by the illness if one is once vaccinated against it; getting vaccinated is the best way to avoid coronavirus, and; it is essential to receive as more vaccines (of different diseases) as one can (Figure 1).

In this research, vaccine hesitancy comprised of perceived vaccine severity and perceived vaccine vulnerability appears as a threat appraisal. Further, vaccine demand (as well as vaccine nationalism) composed of vaccine response efficacy and vaccine self-efficacy stands as a coping appraisal. The threat appraisal and coping appraisal generate protection motivation that affects the behaviors of individuals regarding vaccine acceptance and (domestic) vaccine preference.

**Methodology**

*Study design, participants, and sampling*

The cross-sectional study was conducted among 1,018 young adults in Bangladesh. The study was quantitative in design and the snowball sampling technique was used to reach the respondents even in the marginal areas. Respondents of beginning levels were asked for rolling out the survey to others.

A self-administered electronic questionnaire was prepared bilingually (English and Bangla). A pilot study was done among 40 individuals. The data collection then finally started only when the flaws and limitations of the questionnaire were cleaned up after the pretest. Each respondent was informed about the procedure, purpose, and objective of the research and their voluntary participation and withdrawal (if inconvenient) at any time. Necessary notes and explanations were attached to the queries that seemed uncomprehensive. Finally, an online social media survey started on October 22, 2020, and continued till December 14, 2020.

All queries of the survey questionnaire were close-ended and categorical. The content of the questionnaire included: (i) socioeconomic and demographic characteristics (age, gender, place of residence, divisional region, marital status, education, occupation, and monthly income); (ii) health history (physical, mental, and both); (iii) perceived risk of the pandemic, coronavirus infection (of the respondents and their family members), impact (on daily life, work, and income); (iv) previous vaccination experience; (v) vaccine trial participation (volunteerism), vaccine distribution; (vi) vaccine demand, hesitancy, nationalism and; (vii) vaccine acceptance and preference.

**Measures and rating instruments**

Protection motivation behavior: We assessed the protection motivation behavior of the respondents with two queries: (1) Do you want to receive the COVID-19 vaccine when it is available? (2) Do you prefer to take a domestic vaccine? The queries were dichotomous with the responses, yes and no, where ‘yes’ meant vaccine intention and ‘no’ meant otherwise. These two queries were the main outcomes of this study.

Vaccine demand: In this regard, the participants of this study responded to eight items (mean = 5.78; SD = 1.88; Cronbach α = 0.70). The items contained: (1) If coronavirus vaccine is available, I am planning to take it; (2) Getting vaccinated is the best way to avoid coronavirus; (3) One may not be affected by the illness if one is once vaccinated against it; (4) It is essential to receive as more vaccines (of different diseases) as one can; (5) I think coronavirus vaccine would be safe; (6) I think coronavirus vaccine would be effective; (7) Vaccine is the only way for preventing coronavirus; (8) When coronavirus vaccine is available, the world would be normal. All queries were dichotomous and a score of 1 was given for each ‘yes’ reply and 0 for ‘no’ and then all items were counted together. The total count scored between 0 and 8, where the higher score referred to more demand of COVID-19 vaccine. Previous studies also used some contents of these items [23,24].

Vaccine hesitancy: The vaccine hesitancy of the respondents was measured with 15 queries (mean = 5.24; SD = 2.66; Cronbach α = 0.73). The items included: (1) I am concerned about the side effect of coronavirus vaccine; (2) The vaccine would not prevent infection; (3) I am fearful of needles and so I do not want to get vaccinated; (4) The vaccine first might not be working as it is very new; (5) I had bad experience with prior vaccine; (6) I might be infected through the vaccine distribution process; (7) Coronavirus vaccination seems to be a conspiracy; (8) The price of coronavirus vaccine would not be reasonable; (9) As I regularly follow all health measures, I do not need the vaccine; (10) I am healthy and young enough to fight against the virus; (11) I do not need to take the vaccine, because the virus infection is gradually decreasing; (12) I am timid to input outer objects in my body; (13) Vaccine might not be effective for its quick approval due to political pressure; (14) Immunity of illness is well compared to the immunity of vaccination; (15) As the vaccination is against my religious, cultural, and
moral values, I would not take it. For each of these dichotomous queries, a score of 1 was given for the response ‘yes’ and 0 for ‘no’. All 15 queries were then summed together and the total score ranged between 0 and 15, where a higher score meant higher hesitancy. The queries of vaccine hesitancy were based on the WHO Report of the SAGE Working Group on Vaccine Hesitancy [25] and other literature [8,23,26].

Vaccine nationalism: An index was developed to assess the vaccine nationalism of the respondents. The index comprised of 7 items (mean = 25.12; SD = 5.95; Cronbach α = 0.90): (1) Bangladesh should be prioritized in foreign vaccine distribution; (2) It is better, Bangladesh should produce a (domestic) vaccine in the country; (3) Domestic vaccine would be safer; (4) Domestic vaccine would be more effective; (5) Domestic vaccine would have more regional, climatic, and biological-feature related standard; (6) I have confidence in a domestic vaccine; (7) I intend to take a domestic vaccine. Each query was Likert-type and ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) and the total count scored between 7 and 35, where the higher count meant more vaccine nationalism.

Ethical issues
After some public health scholars’ review and appreciation of this study, institutional ethical approval was sought. The study participants were well informed about the objectives of the research and their voluntary participation in it before seeking electronic consent. The anonymity and confidentiality were maintained.

Data analyses
Data analyses were done using SPSS version 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA). The analyses involved descriptive statistics, chi-square, F-statistic, and logistic regression. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze respondents’ characteristics including socioeconomic and demographic, health history, perceived risk of pandemic, coronavirus infection and impact, previous vaccine experience, vaccine trial participation (volunteerism), vaccine distribution, and vaccine acceptance and preference. The findings of descriptive statistics were displayed in frequency and percentage form. Chi-square analysis was used to show the association between categorical variables such as respondents’ characteristics (aforementioned) and vaccine acceptance (not shown in table). Furthermore, F-statistic was applied to exhibit the mean differences of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism regarding vaccine acceptance, and domestic vaccine preference.

Binary logistic regression was performed and presented with an odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for divulging the association of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism with vaccine acceptance, and domestic vaccine preference. Here, three models were run for each outcome variable. The first model was unadjusted, while the second model adjusted for socioeconomic and demographic characteristics and the third model further adjusted for health history, perceived risk of the pandemic, coronavirus infection (of the respondents and their family members), impact (on their daily life, work, and income), previous vaccination experience, vaccine trial participation (volunteerism), and vaccine distribution.

Results
This study collected information on respondents’ socioeconomic and demographic profile, health history, perceived risk of the pandemic, coronavirus infection, impact, previous vaccine experience, vaccine trial participation, vaccine distribution, acceptance, and preference. Out of 1,018 young adults, two-thirds (66%) were male and one-third were female (34%). Of the young adults, 24.2% were from 18-20 age category, 37.8% from 21-23, 24.1% from 24-26, and 13.9% from 26+ age category. More than half (57.5%) dwelled in urban areas and 42.5% lived in rural places. The educational qualification of 0.3% of respondents was secondary, 9.2% higher secondary, 65% graduate (honors), 24.5% postgraduate (master), and 1% MPhil, PhD, and others. A large number of respondents (88.3%) were unmarried, leaving only 11.7% married. A big portion of them was students (75%), 1.4% businesspersons, 9.4% jobholders, 1.4% house workers, 0.8% other workers, and 12% unemployed. Nearly half of the respondents (47.9%) added that they had no earnings, while 52.1% had a monthly income of different ranges (< 10,000 to > 50,000).

Though 17% of respondents had physical health problems and 13.6% had mental health complications, about 95% added that their overall health conditions were satisfactory. Further, 4.3% of the respondents and 12.5% of their family members were infected with COVID-19 and 22.8% reported to be at a high risk of being infected. More than 50% of the respondents divulged that the coronavirus pandemic had a high impact on their daily life, work, and income.

Regarding previous vaccination behavior, more than half of the respondents (53.9%) added to receive vaccines against different viruses, while 14.4% directly refused the vaccines that were available and were taken by other people. For the coronavirus vaccine trial,
55.3% of respondents wished for being volunteers. In replying to a query that who should be given the vaccine first, 41.6% opined that the vaccine should first be given to frontline workers, 13.2% told to give to old people with co-morbidity, 14.5% added to give to highly infected areas, and 26.7% divulged to distribute across the country at the same time. Among the young adults, 94.9% wanted to receive any vaccine and 58.1% preferred domestic vaccine.

Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation (SD), and minimum and maximum score of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism. The F-statistic indicates that there are significant mean differences between the categories (yes, no) of vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference regarding vaccine demand, vaccine hesitancy, and vaccine nationalism ($p < 0.001$ and $p < 0.05$).

Table 2 displays the odds ratio (OR) predicting the association of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism with vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference among young adults. Regarding vaccine acceptance, model 1 of logistic regression shows an unadjusted OR, which implies that the persons who had more vaccine demand were $2.25$ times (95% CI = 1.90-2.65; $p < 0.001$) more likely to accept vaccine compared to those who had lower vaccine demand. After adjusting for age, gender, place of residence, divisional region, marital status, education, occupation, and monthly income in model 2, the OR increased a little, 2.69 (95% CI = 2.14-3.38; $p < 0.001$). After further adjusting for health history, perceived risk of the pandemic, coronavirus infection (of the respondents and their family members), impact (on their daily life, work, and income), previous vaccine experience, vaccine trial participation, and vaccine distribution in model 3, the OR again increased, 3.29 (95% CI = 2.39-4.54; $p < 0.001$). The overall findings indicate that the increment in vaccine demand increases the chance of vaccine acceptance among young adults.

Unlike vaccine demand, vaccine hesitancy was significantly and negatively associated with vaccine acceptance. The OR was 0.73 in model 1 (95% CI = 0.67-0.80; $p < 0.001$), 0.69 in model 2 (95% CI = 0.62-0.77; $p < 0.001$), and 0.70 in model 3 (95% CI = 0.62-0.80; $p < 0.001$). More specifically, those who had more vaccine hesitancy were about 30% less likely to accept vaccine than those who had less hesitancy. Moreover, vaccine nationalism was marginally associated with vaccine acceptance, and its OR was found 1.03 (95% CI = 0.97-1.09; $p < 0.1$), significant in model 3 only. Overall, the increment in vaccine hesitancy decreases the likelihood of vaccine acceptance.

Regarding domestic vaccine preference, vaccine nationalism was found robustly associated and the OR was 1.67 (95% CI = 1.56-1.78; $p < 0.001$) in unadjusted model 1. Again, in adjusted models, 2 and 3, the OR increased and was found 1.69 (95% CI = 1.57-1.81; $p < 0.001$) and 1.75 (95% CI = 1.62-1.88; $p < 0.001$), respectively. The findings of these three models indicate that the persons who had more vaccine nationalism were respectively 67%, 69%, and 75% more likely to prefer domestic vaccine. While vaccine hesitancy was not significantly associated with domestic vaccine preference, vaccine demand was marginally associated and its OR was found 1.08 in

### Table 1. F-statistic of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism with vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Minimum, maximum</th>
<th>Vaccine acceptance</th>
<th>Domestic vaccine preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td>F-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine demand</td>
<td>5.78 (1.88)</td>
<td>0, 8</td>
<td>176.95***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine hesitancy</td>
<td>5.24 (2.66)</td>
<td>0, 15</td>
<td>57.17***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine nationalism</td>
<td>25.12 (5.95)</td>
<td>7, 35</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>861.91***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** $p < 0.05$; *** $p < 0.001$; SD: Standard Deviation.

### Table 2. Binary logistic regression predicting the association of vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism with vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Vaccine acceptance</th>
<th>Domestic vaccine preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine demand</td>
<td>2.25*** (1.90-2.65)</td>
<td>2.69*** (2.14-3.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.08** (1.01-1.15)</td>
<td>1.07* (1.00-1.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine hesitancy</td>
<td>0.73*** (0.67-0.80)</td>
<td>0.69*** (0.62-0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.97 (0.93-1.02)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.92-1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine nationalism</td>
<td>1.03 (0.99-1.08)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.99-1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.67*** (1.56-1.78)</td>
<td>1.69*** (1.57-1.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.1$; ** $p < 0.05$; *** $p < 0.001$; OR: Odds Ratio; CI: Confidence Interval. Model 1: Unadjusted. Model 2: Adjusted for age, gender, urbanity, divisional region, marital status, education, occupation, and monthly income. Model 3: Further adjusted for health history, perceived risk of pandemic, coronavirus infection (of the respondents and their family members), impact (on daily life, work, and income), previous vaccine experience, vaccine trial participation (volunteerism), and vaccine distribution.
model 1 (95% CI = 1.01-1.15; p < 0.05) and 1.07 in model 2 (95% CI = 1.00-1.15; p < 0.1).

Discussion
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, an effective vaccine has been an urgent need for fighting against the deadly virus. With the necessity to invent the vaccine, the socio-psychological and behavioral aspects of vaccine have also gained important research appeal. From this importance, the main purpose of this study was set to explore the vaccine demand, hesitancy, and nationalism and to understand the association of these variables with vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference. Current study findings explore that the individuals who have more vaccine demand and vaccine nationalism have higher chances of accepting vaccine and more likelihood of preferring domestic vaccine, respectively. On the contrary, the persons with more vaccine hesitancy were less prone to accept vaccine against coronavirus. Likewise, the study remains accordant to the theoretical and conceptual framework that the threat appraisal (vaccine hesitancy) and coping appraisal (vaccine demand and vaccine nationalism) affect the protection motivation behaviors (vaccine acceptance and domestic vaccine preference) of the individuals.

The findings of this study divulge that the level of vaccine demand is robustly associated with vaccine acceptance. More specifically, the persons who have more vaccine demand are highly prone to accept vaccine against coronavirus. In further detail, vaccine demand, as a coping appraisal, which is a gross of vaccine response efficacy and vaccine self-efficacy, motivates individuals to receive a vaccine and thus to make them safe and sound during the pandemic [21]. On one side, the vaccine response efficacy entails that the coping response, the corona vaccine, is safe and effective and thus creates intention to act. On another side, the vaccine self-efficacy of individuals turns them able to perform the coping response to the vaccine [22]. Likewise, the vaccine demand works as a coping appraisal, raises protection motivation of the individuals, and makes them intended and motivated to accept the vaccine. Similarly, prior studies also found the same association between vaccine demand and vaccine acceptance [23,26–28].

In this study, vaccine hesitancy has been found to have negative association with vaccine acceptance. The findings demonstrate that those who had more hesitancy are less likely to accept the vaccine compared to those who had less hesitancy. This happens due to the threat appraisal that the corona vaccine may be threatening for its newness, quick arrival, and other issues. Vaccine hesitancy, as a threat appraisal, emerges from perceived vaccine severity and perceived vaccine vulnerability among the individuals [21,29]. On one hand, perceived vaccine vulnerability shows that the individuals are severely vulnerable to the rush invention and outer organic nature of vaccine [25,30]. On another hand, the perceived vaccine severity influences the individuals that the side effects, unorganized distribution process, and very new nature create disbeliefs about its effectiveness among the individuals [25,31,32]. Thus, vaccine hesitancy provides an adverse protection motivation and keeps individuals aloof from engaging in vaccination behavior. The antecedent studies also collected various evidence between vaccine hesitancy and vaccine acceptance [26,33,34].

Interestingly, vaccine nationalism has been found robustly related to domestic vaccine preference. In more detail, the persons who possess higher vaccine nationalism are more likely to prefer and accept the domestic vaccine. Considering vaccine nationalism as a determinant of domestic vaccine preference and thus as a coping appraisal may be effective in the sense that national sentiment creates fondness, fascination, and interest for domesticity, domestic products, ethnicity, and other domestic belongings [35]. From the sense of protective and coping appraisal, the persons who have more vaccine nationalism may consider the domestic vaccine to be environment, weather, and biological-feature friendly. These create protection motivations that cause them to accept and prefer domestic vaccine against coronavirus [36]. Earlier studies also showed vaccine nationalism as a crisis for low-income settings [11,14,15] and thus preferred domestic vaccine production and fair distribution.

This study holds some limitations. The findings of the study should be generalized cautiously, as it was conducted only on a single cohort of the population (young adults). Since random sampling was not possible, a non-random sampling procedure (snowball) was used. Face-to-face data collection was not possible due to the chance and fear of COVID-19 infection and hence the data were collected using online social media platforms.

Conclusions
Effective vaccines have been urgent global need for preventing the coronavirus pandemic. Likewise, attitudes related to the demand, hesitancy, and nationalism of vaccine have gained alike need for investigation. Hence, this study explored the fact that the individuals who have more vaccine demand are
highly prone to accept vaccine compared to those who have less vaccine demand. Similarly, the persons with higher vaccine nationalism were also more likely to prefer domestic vaccine than those who had lower vaccine nationalism. On the contrary, the people with more vaccine hesitancy had less likelihood of accepting any of the vaccines. However, for ensuring vaccine acceptance, as a protection motivation behavior, policymakers may take initiatives for making people aware and knowledgeable about the severity and vulnerability to specific health threats. Perception and efficacy-increasing programs may also take part in increasing protection motivation behaviors like vaccine acceptance and (domestic) vaccine preference.
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